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Minimalist design.
Maximum function.

A working world characterised by team-

work and communication is made up of a 

multitude of collaborative places, infor-

mation hubs, work surfaces and informal 

meeting places.

This diverse range of space is used as 

freely as possible. Everyday work is char-

acterised by a high degree of mobility.

Our new FlexBoard Pro is an advanced, multi-

functional tool for agile team and project work 

that supports mobility.

As a visual display, it is rewritable, pinable and 

magnetic. A flexible mounting system allows 

the use of the lightweight boards both directly 

on the wall and integrated into our furniture 

system, i.e. on shelves and room dividers. The 

FlexBoards Pro can thus be used flexibly, as 

required, at any location in the office.

With the wall mount the FlexBoard Pro reminds 

us of floppy disk drives and their way of retriev-

ing stored content. This is because the boards 

can be stored there with all information until the 

project work is continued.

The design process was characterized by 

the requirement to develop a product with a 

high integration capability, which, thanks to its 

simple construction and material properties, 

is able to positively influence the arrangement 

of furniture in the room. It has long been clear 

that future work will be characterised by flexible 

room division and lower density. 

The FlexBoard Pro thus now makes a decisive 

contribution to the design of new working 

environments.
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FlexBoard Pro
The FlexBoard Pro is available in three different heights, a fixed 

width of 72 cm and a thickness of 16 mm. Consisting of two 

sides, the writable and magnetic ceramic surface offers highest 

writing comfort.  The robust and at the same time haptically 

pleasant and pinable side consists of an anthracite-coloured 

fibreboard core made of fleece. The FlexRail allows the integrati-

on into the shelf system as well as a wall-mounted solution.

 The wall storage can be used to store up to four FlexBoard Pro.

FlexBoard Pro S and FlexBoard Pro L horizontal.

FlexBoard Pro S #69304

W/H: 72/72 cm

Light, magnetic white- and pinboard consisting of 

a fiberboard core made of fleece.

FlexRail

Rail profile set for the installation and use of 

FlexBoard Pro. Available in the widths 

360 (# 70769), 450 (#70759), 540 (#70749), 

630 (#70739), 720 (#70590), 810 (#70719), 

900 (#70729).

∙ optional in BlackLine 

FlexBoard Pro M #69303

W/H: 72/108 cm

Light, magnetic white- and pinboard consisting of 

a fiberboard core made of fleece.

Wall storage for FlexBoard Pro #70606

W: 72 cm

Wall mounted storage for up to 4 FlexBoard Pro

∙ optional in BlackLine 

WallRail Pro 2.0 - Grundmodul S/M #78861 

WallRail Pro 2.0 - Anbaumodul S/M #78874

Wall mounting for attaching the FlexBoard Pro. 

∙ optional in BlackLine
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FlexBoard Pro Stand
The rollable stand turns the FlexBoard Pro into an innovative 

whiteboard with height adjustment and double-sided use.

Front: FlexBoard Pro frame with FlexBoard Pro M and L.

Rear: WallRail Pro with FlexBoard Pro L.

Stand for FlexBoard Pro #73038

W/H/D: 58/129/50 cm

mobile stand, height adjustable on both sides for all sizes of 

FlexBoard Pro, storage for four FlexBoard Pro
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Surfaces
You can choose the tubing structure in brushed stainless steel (SteelLine) or

steel powder coated in black (BlackLine).

BlackLine

Steel, powder coated in black

SteelLine

Brushed staunless steel

Felt colours

With its felted surface in melange look, the Sonus collection from Camira

shows itself to be the ideal textile for use in flexible office landscapes.

Acoustic FHR12

Rap FHU11

Soul FHR13

Chorus FHR17

Melody FHR07

Vocal FHU08

Pop FHR09

Song FHR01

Beat FHR03Voice FHR02 Music FHU04

Verse FHR16Standard Amp FHR05

Lyric FHU15

Audio FHR06

Classical FHU14

Chime FHU10

With 18 selectable colours, the pinable back of the FlexBoard Pro allows optimal use 

within a holistic interior design.
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The WallRail Pro is mounted on the wall and can be extended as required. Up to 4 FlexBoards Pro can be stored in the wall storage.
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The FlexBoard Pro consists of an anthracite-coloured 

16 mm thick fibreboard core made of fleece. Three FlexBoard Pro L over four FlexRails of width 720.
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FlexBoard Pro L on one of our room dividers with locker system.
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Das FlexBoard Pro wird mit einem Handgriff in 

das Schienensystem FlexRail eingesetzt.

Die Integration an das Regalsystem, sowie eine wandmontierte 

Lösung sind durch das FlexRail möglich.
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